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0 of 0 review helpful Damn Near Perfect By Rita John Waters at his most glorious I feel that the original edition of 
this book flowed a tad better but this is none the less a delightful read Way back when the original edition first came 
out the chapters Hachet Piece 101 Things I hate and Puff Piece 101 Things I love made me cry laughing and changed 
my view of the world forever Those chapters are included in t Crackpot originally released in 1986 is John Waters 
brilliantly entertaining litany of odd and fascinationg people places and things From Baltimore to Los Angeles from 
William Castle to Pia Zadora from the National Enquirer to Ronald Reagan s colon Waters explores the depths of our 
culture And he dispenses useful advice along the way how not to make a movie how to become famous read infamous 
and of course how to most effectively shock and ma From Publishers Weekly Beneath the lewd exterior of punk 
filmmaker John Waters lies the discipline of gay novelist Jean Genet and below that lies a tender humanity that some 
might even call saintly In Crackpot a reissue of Waters 1986 collection of rants and 
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musical artist similarityquot; paper pdf link we built musicseer to collect human evaluation of artist  summary make 
trouble john waters on amazon free shipping on qualifying offers from an icon of popular culture here is inspiring 
advice for artists graduates jul 07 2017nbsp;crackpot overdose time cube is comparable to many other green ink 
websites for frothing lunacy value but was one of the first to come to internet fame 
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